
Our Journey as Arahant 
3 Sections to Get you Started on Understanding


Who WE Are.


This is a Draft copy of three Sections of “OUR” Free Ebook being composed titled 
“Our Journey as Arahant”.  Do you see the “our” in j-our-ney ?


Knowing who we are is easy to learn, but you cannot do it with just printing your 
chart and looking at it with a modern eye.  You must get to know this simple premise 
behind your chart that was selected for this journey.  Nothing comes by chance.  You 
are an infinite entity that is loved and connected.  This is undeniable……


Section 1 : The Luminaries

Section 2 : Numerology

Section 3 : Metaphysics = Physics.


Please use and distribute freely.  The only thing We ask is that you pay it forward for 
free.  Know in your heart that this is part of, meant to have, wisdom.  

Know that we have been out of tune for a while for a reason.  

This will always be a work in progress until WE, as ONE LOVE, reach our goal.  


Peace, Love and Cheers!!!.…. And Ask Questions!!!…..


Special thanks to Ken Wheeler, Santos Bonacci, Mary Moon, Doreen Virtue, Karen 
Cola, Matt Jerome, Time Nomad, DiversityJ, David Cochrane, John Coltrane, Dave 
Carlson, Light Hyphen Music, Lavette, WideAwake, Jeff Lucas Astrology, Won 
BuddhiYoga, and many, many, more…..
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REVISED 1-22-2021



Section 1: The Luminaries - A Summary 

This section will be used to 
introduce you to the Zodiac 
and the Luminaries that play a 
special part of your journey.


You will, in time, get to know 
each and every one of them.  
Take your time. Be aware of 
how these are part of your 
birth chart as well as your 
transits amongst your birth 
chart.


What you will be reading in the 
next couple of pages are 
experiences from learning 
from others, research, and 
most importantly, how they 
have been communicating 
through epiphanies, 
apparitions, numerology, and 
being awakened up during 
sleep.


Everyone will have slightly 
different experiences.  You 
have your own “DNA” or chart 
that you MUST become 
familiar with.  The more you 
vibe with the luminaries, the 
more they will interact with 
you.  This is the Collective 
Consciousness.  The One 
Love.  The Absolute.
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The Zodiac and Your Guides (Angels)

♈ Aries Moon Hygeia

♉ Taurus Mercury Juno

♊ Gemini Venus Pallas

♋ Cancer Sun Vesta

♌ Leo Mars Chiron

♍ Virgo Jupiter Eris

♎ Libra Saturn Lot of Fortune

♏ Scorpio Uranus Lilith

♐ Sagitarius Neptune N-Node Asc

♑ Capricorn Pluto S-Node Dsc

♒ Aquarius Ceres

♓ Pisces Black Moon

Mc Midheaven Element

of Signs Chiron

Ic Imum Coeli Fire

Asc Ascendant Earth

Dsc Descendant Air

Vx Vertex Water
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Vibrations of the Zodiac Luminaries

♈
 Aries represents the beginning, the start and where manifestation begins. Re-
embodiment.  Re-Incarnation. Blue Shift (Head)

Lunar House - Mars (M) | Empowered - Sun | Weakened - Saturn

♉ Taurus represents how you will be planting the seeds/manifestations. Taurus is the 
home of the Earthen Mother. (Throat, Neck, Lower Jaw)

Lunar House - Venus | Empowered - Moon | Weakened - None

♊
 Gemini represents the beginning of Twins, Yin and Yang, material and spiritual.  The 
Two Pillars Spiritual/Material, Right/Left Body. (Lungs and Limbs)

Lunar House - Mercury | Empowered - None | Weakened - None

♋ Cancer is the dance of Yin and Yang, how you vibe with the tribe/family/collective 
consciousness.  It is your magnetic/Dielectric Energy Field. (Stomach)

Lunar House - Moon | Empowered - Jupiter | Weakened - Mars

♌ Leo represents, two hearts Yin/Yang become one synchronous beat.  Connecting the 
hidden fire of the spiritual sun to the fire that lights the spiritual heart of man/woman. 
The Hearth. (Heart)  

Solar House - Sun | Empowered - None | Weakened - None

♍ Virgo represents the MaMa of the WaWa. Virgo is the home of “The Mother of all 
Mothers”.  She is pure of mind, body and soul.  The Virgin from the Aether who ensures 
the purity in all creations.  (Intestines)

Solar House - Mercury | Empowered - Mercury | Weakened - Venus

♎ Libra represents the Omega of the Alpha to Omega or Balance Check in you life.  The 
scales of Measurement of your Heart as light as a Feather.  (Kidneys)

Solar House - Venus | Empowered - Saturn | Weakened - Sun

♏ Scorpio represents the male version of creation/procreation.  Regeneration is necessary 
but must be done with purity of the heart and by guidance so as we may return to the 
Garden of Eden.  (Genitalia) 

Solar House - Mars (F) | Empowered - None | Weakened - Moon

♐ Sagittarius represents the dance of half human and half animal.  The blending of 
humans with mother nature.  Do you cherish all beings/creatures as if it were your own?  
Sagittarius, marks a transition phase, a change of consciousness from desire to the 
higher mind.  Houses the River of Heaven/Milky Way. (Thighs) 

Solar House - Jupiter (M) | Empowered - None | Weakened - None

♑ Capricorn represents the half Goat and Half Fish.  One foot on earth, one foot in the 
aether waters /spirit. Mermaid Principle.  Abundance/Cornucopia. (Knees)

Solar House - Saturn | Empowered - Mars | Weakened - Jupiter

♒ Aquarius Represents the wind upon the water for creating change for goodness.  Aqua-
Rius “River of Spiritual Baptismal Waters”. The age of Aquarius is about a spiritual 
awakening and being guided by the luminaries. (Calves and Ankles). 

Lunar House - Saturn | Empowered - None | Weakened - None

♓ Pisces Represents the end of each cycle, and what lessons have you learned in 
“astrologos” before entering a gate. Red Shift (Feet).

Lunar House - Jupiter (F) | Empowered - Venus | Weakened - Mercury

Note: Ptolemy defined Solstitial ♋♑, equinoctial ♈♎, solid ♉♌♏♒, and bicorporeal ♊♍♐♓
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IMPORTANT: Retrograde in a chart will be represented by a Luminary with a Black 
Line beside it.  


Like this…


This physically means the luminary is going through a small epi-cycle or reversing 
direction in the sky.  Metaphysically this means you are to go inward or will feel 
inward to work on what that Luminary wants you to work on.
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Vibrations of the Visible Luminaries - Glandular - Physical - Body
The Moon represents phases / amplification of energy which is a pure female aspect of the 
aether…. The Moon is the fastest luminary that transits all other luminaries.  The most 
communicative of all.  The motherly watchful eye. Mama moon plays the organs….

Mercury is the holder of the akashic records.  All lives, past, present and future. Plant seeds/
manifestations/communications/navigations.  When you see Mercury in a sign it’s where your 
seeds need attention. You can think of Mercury as the one who decides if you skip a grade, 
go back or stay on your path.

Venus provides abundance of Love and nurturing for seeds/manifestations …

She is also the Egyptian glyph of the Ankh.  Representing the “self” love between the physical 
you and the Metaphysical Collective Consciousness / One Love / Arahant.

The Sun Represents the “Son” of the “Mother” and is your Guide on all things Material… 
Keep your images positive as all images you allow in become real.  Manifest daily with 
positive images!!! Know that Juno Represents the Earthen Mother and Eris Represents the 
Spirit Mother of all Mothers. 

Mars is the Shape of Seeds, Shape of Manifestations, how your manifestations shape up.  
Mars will light up your chart and that organ/vibration/chakra. Keep them clean or Mars will do 
it for you. Keep an eye on Hygeia during Mars Transits.  These are cleanses of not good 
vibrations you’ve allowed into your being.

Jupiter represents abundance of lessons of Astrologos/Astrology….

The Principle of Expansion and revelation.

Saturn represents father time, when time seems to be standing still, or going too fast, its a 
message to you that you are being communicated to.  Pay attention to the stars/luminaries 
and the guidance you are being given…. 30 Year Life Lessons… Your first Solar return @~30 
years and second at ~60 years.  Look ahead and see what is in your future.

Vibrations of the Non-Visible Luminaries - MetaPhysical - Mind
Uranus is the Windmill of life and brings in the good and keeps things moving… Think “Winds 
of Change”. The Conscious mind. Represents the Heavens/Dome/Firmament

Neptune provides great energies/weather internal and external.  Learn how to use it…
Imagination. Represents the Crystalline Sea.

Pluto represents the deeper side of regeneration to spiritual, watching over how you create 
your manifestations/wants…Subconscious Mind. 
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Vibrations of the Non-Visible Luminaries (Cont’d)
Eris, the Mother of All Mothers, represented in all cultures as Madonna, Isis, Mictecacihuatl, 
Ma’at, Freja, Ereshkigal, Persephone, Santa Claus-trum, La Befana, White Buffalo Calf 
Woman, Queen of the Underworld.  She is coming round the mountain riding six white horses.  
She returns every approx. 500 years to check to see who has been good or not good.  She 
will make things right, with karma and natural order… 


IMPORTANT: Easter 2022, She Rises with the Sun (Son) at “0” point Aries (Head).  She has 
been transiting in and out of Pisces (Feet/red shift Materialism) into Aries (Head/Blue Shift/
Materialism). Pay attention to all luminaries as they will be meeting with her as she comes into 
Aries to stay for the first time in 559 years. She is check your 3rd eye to grade you on its 
vibration / color.  This is the Corona Cleanse that the whole world is upon. The story of Santa 
Claus-trum.

Be Good, there is still time to change the road you are on.

Venus is the Mini-me of Eris.

Juno is the Earthen Mother. Queen of the Heavens.  Represents motherly partnerships from 
without and from within. “Without” = partnerships with people, animals, insects, etc. “Within” 
= partnerships with the true self/luminaries/angels/spirits/the absolute/god whatever you want 
to call it.  

Jupiter is the Mini-me of Juno.

Ceres represents the goddess of harvesting souls.  She works with you to ensure that you are 
maturing the right way for your spiritual journey.  This is an inherent quality for you to ensure 
you stay on the right path.  Plays a role in the labyrinths of lives, analogously to the snakes 
and ladders game.

Vesta represents the sacred fire, the hearth, the celibacy of the Universe.  “The Vestal Virgins”.  
She wants to know that you understand the Path back to Eden.  The path back to the 
Absolute.  Learning how and when to procreate and when not to.

Pallas represents the “Goddess of Wisdom, Creative Intelligence”, the “Feminine Powers of 
Nature”.  She stands by heroes. The part of you that wants to Channel your Creative Energy… 
Cities are her domain.  She plays a part with changing locations.

Lilith represents the human potential, especially in the female nativity.  Lilith is a balance 
between one being gifted and the incarnation of that gift.  She represents the “temptress”.

Lilith is strong willed especially in the occult and unconscious… In other words expect the 
female yin in you, the female energies in all of us to grow. Gives capacity to constructively and 
lovingly resolve matters.

Icarus leads you on how to ride on the edge only if you use it wisely.  If you are not in tune 
with the luminaries then “boy wonder” can really make you spin in physical and spiritual 
circles….  The Story of the Boy who burned his wings flying too close to the Materialistic Sun.

Hygiea represents cleansing energies in cleaning the mind, body and spirit.  NOTE: glyph of 
Medicinal Caduceus. Neptune and Hygeia are the energies that change the W-eather… Mars/
Moon/Sun/Nodes lights these up!  If you know that you have a cleanse coming in your chart 
(i.e. not feeling good) you need to look at which Plan(E)t is causing/asking for the cleanse and 
look to the Plant kingdom for help.  This is where vibrations of plants, colors, etc come in for 
healing.  You know, the stomach is the yellow chakra and the camomile flower is yellow.

Chiron signifies a key to the universe, aether, god… Chiron represents all the classic visible 
luminaries and the link to the not visible by the human eye, i.e. Uranus, Neptune and Pluto, 
Eris, Juno, etc. Chiron is a bridge between the planets and is related to the parts of your body 
that needs healing.  Chiron is known as the Wounded Healer.



These Luminaries are guides that help you with graduating.  Tune into them, that’s what they are here for.  All the 
situations you have, people you meet, spiritual/animal encounters, etc are your guides.
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Vibrations of the Gates / Cardinal Points
Asc represents Ascendant which is beginnings of ones life, a cycle, a seed, etc.  Look for who 
rises before the Sun, i.e. before the Sun passes the Asc Line on the Cross.  Whomever 
crosses before the Sun, rules the Chart for the Day.

Dsc represents the Descendant, is the opposite of the Asc, meaning your night/spiritual realm/
underworld.  Look for who is the first to cross the Dsc after the Sun Sets.  Whomever crosses 
after the Sun, rules the Chart for the Night?  Needs to be checked. No experience.

Mc represents the middle of the sky, so that you may align yourself, your chart.  Helps you 
know who you are and your life purpose.  Needs to be checked. No experience.

Ic represents the inner (midnight) qualities.  This is the bottom of the sky or underworld.  This 
is also Metaphysically your start of your Judgement Day / Pergatory / Sleep before you rise 
again on the Asc..  This you need to know and understand as this gets into the Metaphysics of 
Infinite Rebirths vs Ascending to the next part of your spiritual journey.

Black Moon, Eris’ Node, represents the “spiritual you” that teaches you when to say no to 
materialistic wants.  She strives for the Absolute and will help you get there knowingly or 
unknowingly.

Lot of Fortune or Part of Fortune represents being noble, wisdom of reason/destiny.  Things 
are not by chance.  It is a calculated point by adding the angle between Sun and Moon to the 
Ascendant.  Needs to be checked. No experience.

The Moon’s South Node represents the karmic knowledge of the head eating the tail.  If you 
are materialistic then know that there will be rebirths, resets, from lack of wisdom and 
knowledge on the path to the aether/heaven/absolute.  It’s been called the “ray of light”.  

In Metaphysics this represent the collective consciousness, the first “1” in of the trinity 0,1,1 
This is really quite simple.  Ketu is the Yin/atman/metaphysical you.  So don’t be materialistic 
and keep chasing/eating your tail.  Learn this wisdom/knowledge and use the luminaries as 
your guides.

Moon’s North Node or Head of the Dragon/Snake represents future and destiny.  Also known 
as Rahu.  This represents how one handles materialism and the knowing that the true 
abundance that will always be yours is from the Tree of Knowledge.  


A quote from Ken Wheelers Book 

Monistic Metaphysics of the Sakya Disciples - The Tathagata 

“Such that forms, feelings, perceptions, impulses, and mental machinations of the mind are 
temporal, unreal, arise and pass, and are of the realm of phenomena and cannot be construed 
as what is everlasting, best, real, and most dear of the True Self and therefore must not be 
identified with the Attan as such.”


This is why Rahu is known to be the luminary that eclipses/eats the material sun.  To remind 
us that we are living as spirits in a material world.  The Moons North Node / Rahu is the Yang, 
anatman (not the True Self), the psychophysical you.

Vertex is another gate/transcendent opening.  Also Called Destiny's Gate.  It represents a 
turning point in your journey. Think of it as graduating out of a particular study.




Section 2: A Guide to Universal Key’s Numerology & Vibrations 
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 Universal Key, Numerology, Vibrations

1
Manifestation, beginnings, wants or cycle starts.  This is achieved through using your 
images and a peaceful nature.  Careful what you ask for.  When you see 1’s just think that 
the universe just took a snapshot of your mind.  See 1011 on the Universal Key.

2
Planting of seeds. Nurturing a Manifestation.  Plant a seed, but make sure that it grows.  
For example, to get abundance, you must first plant a seed of giving food, clothing, love to 
people you don’t know.  You must be the role model for your manifestations to grow.

3

Higher spirits are around you.  Ask for spiritual guidance.  3’s are magical as they are the 
Golden Ratio numbers.  Just think of 0-1-1.  0 representing the absolute or god head. 1-1 
represents yin/yang.  The first one is in an image of the absolute and the second 1 is your 
choices / manifestations / consciousness.  This is what is meant by “Trinity”.  3 golden 
triangles make a star.  You are a Young-star / Young-ster. See 3033 on the Universal Key.

4 Angels/Archangels are around you.  Ask for guidance with day to day items. 4’s imply 
essential material items, water, food, clothing, shelter, the basic necessities. 

5 You are on the right path.  3 golden triangles make a star or pentagram which is the 5 
pointed star.  At that moment you are aligning with the universe.  In tune!…

6
The Yang side of the trinity is materialistic.  Note the “g” in Yan”g” represents the 
number 7.  It is the seventh letter of the alpha-beta.  7 colors of the rainbow, it sits on 
the As above on the Universal Key (see 7 below).  When you see 6’s, check to see if your 
material wants are in tune with the universe and you are sharing.

7
You are really good at manifesting.  Your manifestations in the material and spiritual 
realm are in line with your journey.  Note that every number can be divided into 360 
except for 7.  7 is a true testament of your connection. See 7077 on the Universal Key.

8
8’s are very interesting.  They mean abundance, i.e. infinity, but also means the “in” and 
“out” of this material realm.  “h” is the 8th letter representing the throne in which the 
Woman sits to bring you into this world, repeatedly until you get it right.  i.e. infinite 
rebirths with karmic attachments good and not good.

9

9’s are end of cycles.  Get ready for new beginnings.  There are many cycles. Just like a 
clock has 60 secs, 60 min, 24 hour cycles, luminaries having cycles, including the zodiac 
cycle 72*360= 25920 years. See 9099 on the Universal Key.  Cycles are from the micro to 
the macro.  This is called incommensurability. As the mountains are the trees so too are 
they a cycle that we’ve forgotten about.

0

Combined with other numbers this is an amplification. This means No-thing i.e. no 
material, the absolute, god-head, stillness, balance. No beginning. No end.  This is the 
meaning of after life and no more infinite rebirths.  This is where wisdom comes in and 
knowing that self is not what self is.  This represents the point in the middle where there 
is no-thing material.



Section 1b: About the Stars 

Anne Wright 2008

https://www.constellationsofwords.com


The Four key stars in the heavens, also called archangel stars.  

	 Michael (Aldebaran) watcher of the East. 

	 Gabriel (Fomalhaut) watcher of the South.  

	 Oriel (Antares) watcher of the West.

	 Raphael (Regulus) watcher of the North.


At one time they marked the two Equinoxes and two Solstices.  

	 Aldebaran marked the zero Aries point in 3044 BC,

	 Fomalhaut marked zero Capricorn, 2582 BC, 

	 Antares marked zero Libra 3052 BC,  

	 Regulus marked zero Cancer 2345 BC.
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Section 2: METAPHYSICS = PHYSICS 
 
0-1-1 
There is so much in the “Universal 
Key” or what may be referred to as 
the DaVinci Code. This is a clock from 
micro to macro.   Most important is 
the Re-Start of a cycle being 0-1-1 as 
explained in the numerology section.  
For convenience sakes I will re-
explain it here.  0-1-1.  0 representing 
the absolute or god head. 1-1 
represents yin/yang.  The first “1” is 
an image of the absolute which is 
bound to the second “1”.  The second 
“1” is your conscious which can make 
choices / manifestations.  You are 
always connected to the “yin” and 
ultimately to the “absolute”.


IMPORTANT….The diagram to the 
right comes from the golden ratio series that you can teach to a child.  If you have not 
done this you need to.  All children will be taught this in school so you should learn to 
count how the heavens count.


Starting with 0, add 1, now always take the last two numbers and add them. Keep 
going only keeping the first digit.


Do this and you will see that they repeat every 60.  Wrap them on a circle and you 
have the key to the universe and how everything physical and metaphysical works.  
Now we will show few of the things you will see as it would take a whole book.


Swastika / Cross / Gates 
1011 = a = alpha = aries, arise, Yang cycle, beginning of a cycle

9099 = o = omega = libra, set, Yin cycle, ending of a cycle

7077 = g = as above, light you can see, 7 colors of the rainbow, material gate

3033 = u = as below, light you cannot see, trinities, spiritual/star gate.
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0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21….
0+1=

1+1=

{ {

{

1+2 =

Becoming / Rebirths



0, absolute. 1-9, The only numbers.  What about 10, 11 & 12? 
This one came while lying awake in the middle of the night.  Note that the letters 
wrapped around are glyphs from the alpha-beta.


9 = i = rebirth end of cycle

10 = j = rebirth akashic records, purgatory cycle, day of reckoning, judgement 
cycle, whatever you want to call it.

11 = k = getting your yin yang

12 = l  = becoming


Where does this information come from?

From the universal key.


Look at the numbers as we end a cycle.

From the Universal Key

9,1,0,1,1,2.

Do you see 9, 10, 11, 12?


There are only 9 numbers and the absolute.

The alpha-beta is another section.

Letters are words/glyphs.  We are speaking words which are sentences.


The mysterious 13th letter is the MN in the middle.  The MooNkey in the middle.


At this point, reference for further proof of the absolute and the connection of the 1,1.  
This is from the writings of Ken Wheeler.  If you are interested you can follow this 
link…


Goto www.iyoutome.com/kensbooks for the links to….


Pythagoras Plato And The Golden Ratio


The Indefinite Dyad in Plotinus

Metaphysics & Mysticism


Becoming Borealis - The Pythagorean Tetraktys


Monistic METAPHYSICS Article I wrote for you
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1, 0, 1, 1, 2

{

{

{{
10

11

12

http://www.iyoutome.com/kensbooks


The River of Heaven 

You’ve Heard of the “Milky Way” Right?  Where most of the stars stretch 
across the sky in a beautiful white band? 

Well, this is also called the Galactic Center.   
But it is really the “River of Heaven”. Where the Akashic Records of all live 
past, present and future are kept. 
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Look at the image/universal key.  How 
can a circle wrapped with the golden 
ratio 60 repeating numbers show the 
“River of Heaven”?  The Ancients knew 
it. They built the Great Pyramid of 
Gizza 3/60ths from True North i.e. 18 
degrees.



Music, Vibrations at every 5th. 

This is where sound vibration, harmonics, music, organs, chakras, frequency presents 
itself to you.  We won’t spend much time on this topic, just know that it is there.

We will just touch on Music. Everything in this visible universe has frequency/
harmonics.  This is incommensurate nature of the uni-verse.



Looking at the Universal Key we will show music fact, not 
theory.

Using an accordion, biased lol, caused I used to play it.

The 120 Base buttons on the accordion are set up in chord 
progressions. 



Note middle C has no Sharps ♯ or Flats ♭


	B - 5 ♯’s

	 E - 4 ♯’s

	 A - 3 ♯’s

	 D - 2 ♯’s

	G - 1 ♯

	C - No Sharps ♯ or Flats ♭

	 F - 1 ♭

	 B♭ - 2 ♭’s

	 E♭ - 3 ♭’s

	 A♭ - 4 ♭’s

	 D♭ - 5 ♭’s


Look at the Universal Key

Wrapping 5 Octaves above and Below


C at the 0

G, D, A, E, B at Every 5th

F, B♭, E♭, A♭, D♭ At Every 5th


Note D♭=C♯




Note:

5 black Keys

7 White Keys

12 Keys Total…

There is so much more, like C,E,G being a Major Triad.  Look at the C E G on every 
3rd above… Can you see them?
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See You Again Soon! 

This concludes this small excerpt from the book being assembled “Our Journey as 
Arahant”.  Note that the Metaphysics=Physics is only a very small portion of what can 
be shown on the Universal Key.  The Books listed from Ken Wheeler will help you 
tremendously for understanding what is written in here about Metaphysics.  Ken 
Teaches the “premise” of understanding very well.  Once you get this, you can tread 
through the waters with ease as you will be guided more than you know.


Thanks for reading.


Peace, Love and Cheers,


Claudio……


Special Thanks, once again, to the Following People for Sharing Knowledge


Ken Wheeler, Santos Bonacci, Mary Moon, Doreen Virtue, Karen Cola, Matt Jerome, 
Time Nomad, DiversityJ, David Cochrane, John Coltrane, Dave Carlson, Light 
Hyphen Music, Lavette, WideAwake, Jeff Lucas Astrology, Won BuddhiYoga, and 
many, many, more…
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